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rauch fundamental progress has been made in explaining unemployment. . adäquate economic explanation of unemployment would separate relevant factors reflecting the preferences of individuals for consumption of goods and uses of time from factors constraining individuals1 choices about consumption and work. Moreover, such an explanation would systematize many of the stylized facts about unemployment.  Further, such an explanation would yield empirically testable hypotheses for existing data about unemployment.
One Problem is that the same word, unemployment, is used to denot many very different phenomena. For a long time, empirical work on unemployment among individuals has tried to classify such unemploymen äs "seasonal," "cyclical," "frictional," or "structural," although it has been recognized that a given spell of unemployment for a given individual might be very difficult to categorize.
Seasonal and Cyclical Unemployment
One sort of seasonal unemployment is a characteristic of certain occupations, such äs construction work. Workers committed to such occupations generally do not take other kinds of Jobs during the off-season, perhaps because their wages reflect compensating differ-entials for the known risk of unemployment at certain times of the year. This sort of demand-side unemployment is unlikely to affect young people, who generally have not yet committed themselves to occupations.
The failure of schools and Colleges to stagger their vacation periods produces another kind of seasonal unemployment,1* which can be attributed to the supply side of the youth labor market. A deluge of young people compete for relatively few Jobs each summer.  If the kin of Jobs young people take during their summer vacations paid lower wages, some have argued,5 the problem would be smaller.
Cyclical unemployment occurs less predictably and is tied to the business cycle and to cycles of product demand within industries. There has been a great deal of recent work on the nature of long-term contracts between firms and workers who are periodically laid off temporarily and then rehired. Feldstein (1976) estimated that 75
(1981) provides a survey. Some important articles in the empirical literature are cited in the next section.
**However, Clark and Summers (1982:209) cite gross flow evidence that demand for young workers, on the whole, adjusted remarkably well to increased supply during the summer over the years 1968-1976.  They surmise from preliminary statistical work that federal Neighborhood Youth Corps and CETA programs may explain their surprising findings o this point.
5See Brown (1981) for a survey of many of the issues surrounding minimum wage differentials for youth.

